A mathematical model of post-canalization thrombolysis.
During the initial phase of lysis of an occlusive thrombus using lytic agents such as tissue plasminogen activator, blood flow through the centre of the clot is established (the process of recanalization). Following canalization, the clot remains on the vessel wall and further lysis is required. This paper develops a multi-species mathematical model to describe the bulk chemical reactions in the bloodstream and the convective and diffusive transport of chemical species to and from the clot surface in conditions following canalization. For the steady state case, the model indicates that the process of clot lysis following initial recanalization is dominated by surface chemical reactions and the bulk reactions play little role in the lytic process. Lytic rate is dependent on the clot geometry and flow conditions. The rate of clot dissolution is greatest at the upstream end of the clot and decreases steadily downstream due to lytic agent being removed from the flowing blood as it binds to the clot surface. This model may be further developed and used to simulate and compare different lytic regimes.